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Air pollution--inside and outside the home--causes 
thousands of deaths each year in the UK, according to a 
new report which estimates the cost at £20bn. 
 
The major health impact of outdoor air pollution is 
relatively well known but the report, from the Royal 
College of Physicians and the Royal College of Paediatrics 
and Child Health, also highlights the less understood 
impact of indoor pollution, as well as the growing 
evidence of harm to children’s health and intelligence. 
 
Sources of indoor air pollution include smoking, faulty 
boilers, gas cookers and heaters, as well as irritant 
chemicals from new furniture, air fresheners and 
household cleaning products. House dust mites, mould 
and dander from pets can also damage health, 
according to the report. 
 
Outdoor pollution, much of it from vehicles, causes 
40,000 deaths a year in the UK but the number linked to 
indoor pollution is not known. However, indoor air 
pollution is estimated to have caused or contributed to 
99,000 deaths across Europe in 2012, the report states. 
 
“When our patients are exposed to such a clear and 
avoidable cause of death, illness and disability, it is our 
duty to speak out,” said Professor Stephen Holgate, an 
asthma expert at Southampton University who led the 
report. “We now know that air pollution has a 
substantial impact on many chronic long-term 
conditions, increasing strokes and heart attacks in 
susceptible individuals. And now there is compelling 
evidence that air pollution is associated with new onset 
asthma in children and adults.” 
 
Click here to read the article. 

A new research paper was just published on the topic of 
ME/CFS (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis and Chronic Fatigue 
Syndrome).  This is a case study titled: 
 
A Family with ME/CFS Following Exposure to Molds, 
Mycotoxins and Bacteria in a Water-Damaged Home: 
A Case Report 
 
The family developed enlarged lymph nodes, skin 
rashes, unrefreshing sleep, neurocognitive decline, and 
orthostatic changes consistent with ME/CFS. 
 
Click here to read the paper. 
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http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/feb/22/indoor-and-outdoor-air-pollution-claiming-at-least-40000-uk-lives-a-year
http://www.drthrasher.org/family-with-ME-CFS
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San Francisco EPA Workers Claim 

Office is a Sick Building 
Testing showed elevated 
levels of two potentially 

dangerous chemicals, 
formaldehyde and 

caprolactam, on several 
floors of 75 Hawthorne in San 
Francisco, the headquarters 

of EPA Region 9. 

See CDC report about Lumber Liquidators on page 3 

The Environmental Protection Agency's mission is to 
protect human health and the environment, but nearly 
100 of its own employees based in the Bay Area 
believe they're getting sick just by going to work. 
Employees say the indoor air quality is so bad at the 
EPA Region 9 Headquarters in San Francisco that 
they're unable to do their jobs. 

The irony is not lost on Taly Jolish, a staff attorney for 
the EPA and vice president of ASGE Local 1236, one of 
Region 9's three unions. "It just seems crazy to us that 
someone would be risking their health by coming into 
the office to work on cleaning up the environment 
elsewhere," Jolish said. 

Testing conducted by Berkeley Analytical, an 
environmental testing lab hired by the EPA, showed 
elevated levels of two potentially dangerous chemicals, 
formaldehyde and caprolactam. The EPA classifies 
formaldehyde as a "probable human carcinogen" and 
some studies found long-term exposure associated 
with certain types of cancer. Caprolactam's health 
effects are less known, but the EPA notes long-term 
exposure increases the potential for adverse health 
effects. The two chemicals tested above California 
state standards. The EPA does not believe it's out of 
compliance with the state because the levels were not 
sustained over eight hours, but the agency never 
tested over an eight-hour span of time. That's 
something the EPA unions want. "Our management is 
on a learning curve. Their initial response was to push 
back very hard," Jolish said. 

EPA employees first started complaining of health 
problems at work in December 2014, when the first 
phase of the building renovation was completed. 
Employees say they believe 75 Hawthorne is a "sick 
building." 

"I think it meets EPA's criteria in its literature as a sick 
building," said Mark Sims, president of IFPTE Local 20 
Union. 

Click here to read the article. 

 

After Wednesday's surprise announcement that unsafe 
levels of cadmium and arsenic were circulating in the air 
of inner Southeast Portland, Portland Public Schools ran 
air quality tests all day Friday in five of its schools to test 
for contaminants. 

Results won't be known until late next week, said 
Christine Miles, a district spokeswoman. 

Cleveland High, Hosford Middle School, Winterhaven K-8 
School, and Abernethy and Grout elementaries all are 
located within blocks of Bullseye Glass, a factory that 
makes art glass and colors some of it using cadmium and 
arsenic. Both chemicals were detected at levels as much 
as 100 times the federal safety limit in air near the 
factory. 

So all five schools had their indoor air measured for 10 
hours Friday by a private environmental firm, Miles said. 

Bullseye Glass executives voluntarily ceased using the 
two dangerous chemicals as of Thursday, state officials 
said. 

Miles said school district officials were caught off guard 
by Wednesday's announcement and wanted to "make 
sure the contaminants (Department of Environmental 
Quality officials) found outside weren't inside" any of the 
schools. 

Click here to read the article. 

Portland Public Schools Testing Air 

Quality in Five Schools 

http://www.nbcbayarea.com/investigations/San-Francisco-EPA-Workers-Claim-Office-is-a-Sick-Building-369331961.html
http://www.oregonlive.com/education/index.ssf/2016/02/portland_public_schools_testin.html
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Sunday night, the CDC released its findings that its report 
released on February 10th about the possible effects from 
formaldehyde exposure emitted from some of the 
company’s laminate flooring samples, had used an 
incorrect value for ceiling height. This caused the 
estimates of airborne concentration from the samples to 
be three times lower than they should have been. 

The original results of the tests showed that the modeled 
levels of formaldehyde in indoor air had a low risk of 
cancer at two to nine cases per 100,000 people. At these 
levels, the concentration in indoor air could result in eye, 
throat and nose irritation and could cause complications 
in people with asthma and other respiratory conditions. 
The amended results showed an estimated risk of cancer 
in six to thirty cases per 100,000 people. 

This morning’s news is a blockbuster reversal for the 
company’s fortunes. The news puts Lumber Liquidators in 
a negative news cycle that could be worse than when the 
allegations against the company were first made public. 
The company’s stock had already lost over -70 percent of 
its value since the airing of the 60 Minutes piece in March 
of last year. With this morning’s premarket action, the 
stock is poised to test its 52-week low of $10.53. 

Click here to read the article. 

 

Shares of Lumber Liquidators Inc. (LL) were trading 
down -2.33 or -16.40 percent to $11.88 per share in 
Monday’s premarket after news early this morning 
that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
had said it had incorrectly assessed the cancer risk in 
the company’s flooring, saying there was a much 
higher risk than the agency had originally determined. 
Lumber Liquidators stock closed at $14.21 per share, 
down -0.21 or -1.46 percent in Friday’s regular trading 
session. 

Toano, Virginia based Lumber Liquidators Inc. was 
founded by contractor Tom Sullivan in 1993 when he 
began selling excess wood bought from other 
companies out of a trucking firm’s yard in Stoughton, 
Massachusetts. The company’s first store opened in 
West Roxbury, Massachusetts in 1996 and 
subsequently growing to 220 stores with more than 
1,000 employees. Lumber Liquidators had their initial 
public offering at $11 per share in November of 2007, 
raising $110 million. The company expanded in 2010, 
adding an additional 40 stores in Canada. 

In 2013, a report by the Environmental Investigation 
Agency showed that the company’s poor and 
indiscriminate sourcing practices had led to the 
destruction of the forest habitats of endangered tiger 
species.  

On March 1st of 2015, 60 Minutes aired a report on 
laminated flooring manufactured in China, which 
contained twenty times the legal amount of 
formaldehyde permitted in the State of California. 

In October of last year, Lumber Liquidators pled guilty 
in Federal Court to charges of illegally importing 
hardwood flooring and on February 1st, the company 
was sentenced in Federal Court in Norfolk, Virginia.  

Lumber Liquidators will pay over $13 million in 
criminal fines, community service and forfeit assets 
related to the illegal importation of hardwood 
flooring manufactured in China from timber illegally 
logged in eastern Russia. 

See Police Officer…mould lawsuit on page 4 

CDC Revises Report about Formaldehyde 

Levels in Lumber Liquidators Flooring 

 

CDC Revises Report about Formaldehyde 

Levels in Lumber Liquidators Flooring 

(continued) 

http://www.investorguide.com/article/18295/lumber-liquidators-ll-shares-hammered-after-cdc-revised-report-sod/
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A police officer is in line to receive more than $4 
million in damages after he suffered chronic health 
problems from being exposed to toxic mould at 
Hamilton and Somerset police stations. 

Emmerson Donald has provisionally been awarded 
$2.5 million in lost earnings and $1.5 million for future 
medical expenses as a result of his condition on top of 
the $450,000 he has already been paid for “pain and 
suffering”. 

The ruling by Chief Justice Ian Kawaley is believed to 
be the first case where substantial damages have 
been awarded in Bermuda for a mould injury case. 

Last month Mr. Donald, 44, and his lawyer, Richard 
Horseman, took their claim to the Supreme Court after 
the Ministry of Works and Engineering admitted 
liability. 

In the ruling, the Chief Justice makes clear that both 
parties can still make further submissions about the 
total damages if they are not agreed on. 

He said: “The total award for loss of earnings, subject 
to any adjustments as may be advised by or agreed 
between counsel is: $97,713 (past earnings), 
$1,133,594 (Bermuda Police Service future) and 
$1,495,886 (less two years — second career). 

 “Subject to the parties hopefully agreeing the 
adjustment required to give effect to a 13-year rather 
than a 15-year second career, the total award for loss 
of earnings is in the region of $2.5 million.” 

The Chief Justice further ruled:  

“The total future medical expense award, assuming a 
life expectancy of 21 more years, is accordingly 
$1,120,000 for (kidney) transplant and dialysis, 
$346,978 for ongoing medical expenses and $105,000 
for risk of additional serious illnesses, which totals 
$1,571,978.” Mr. Donald came to Bermuda in 2000 
after seven years’ experience with the Jamaican police 
service. 

 

Police Officer Awarded $4 Million in 

Mould Lawsuit (Bermuda) 

See Toxic Chemicals in Fragrances on page 5 

Police Officer Awarded $4 Million in Mould 

Lawsuit (Bermuda)--continued 

The Supreme Court heard he was an “outstanding” officer 
with an exemplary record until he first fell ill with chronic 
renal failure in 2003. 

In a sworn statement, Mr. Donald said his “body and 
mind were broken down” and his “life was hijacked” by 
the illness. 

Mr. Donald, who still undergoes dialysis three times a 
week for his health problems, maintained he could have 
be promoted through the ranks all the way up to 
superintendent by 2022 had it not been for his medical 
condition. 

In relation to his future promotional prospects, Chief 
Justice Kawaley said: “I find that the plaintiff would most 
likely have been promoted to the rank of sergeant with 
effect from January 1, 2010, as he himself claims. 

“I accordingly find that the plaintiff’s career, but for the 
defendants’ negligence, would have likely followed 
scenario two and that he would have been further 
promoted to the rank of inspector with effect from 
January 1, 2015 and retired in that rank at age 55. 

The Chief Justice added: “It is common ground that the 
plaintiff will require at least one kidney transplant 
preceded and followed by ongoing dialysis treatment, is 
subject to increased health risks, notably cancer and 
cardiovascular disease, and has a reduced life 
expectancy.” 

Click here to read the article. 

 

http://www.royalgazette.com/article/20160223/NEWS/160229909
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Toxic Chemicals Found in Fragrances 

(another source of indoor air pollution) 

The term “fragrance” represents a chemical cocktail that 
can be made up of hundreds of ingredients. Fragrances 
are found in thousands of consumer products from 
cleaners to tampons, yet there are very few regulations 
over the ingredients used in fragrance.  The current 
system for fragrance safety is run entirely by the 
fragrance industry — and this self-regulating program is 
greenlighting chemicals that reputable authoritative 
bodies and government agencies have restricted, 
banned or deemed hazardous. 
 
The Globally Harmonized System of Classification and 
Labeling of Chemicals (GHS) is an internationally agreed-
up on system, which clarifies the hazard classification of 
individual chemicals. A review of UN GHS classifications 
of fragrance chemicals finds that: 
 
• 190 fragrance chemicals have been assigned the signal 

word “danger” for their Safety Data Sheet. 

• 1,175 fragrance chemicals have been assigned the signal 
word “warning”. 

• 44 fragrance chemicals require pictogram GHS06 of a skull 
and crossbones to indicate acute toxicity. 

• 97 fragrance chemicals require pictogram GHS08 
indicating the chemical is a hazard to human health 

 
Fragrance chemicals can be found on authoritative lists 
(that is lists that have been recognized by regulating 
bodies) of toxic chemicals around the world. 
 
• 5 fragrance chemicals are included in the National 

Toxicology Programs 13th Report on Carcinogens 

• 7 fragrance chemicals are classified as carcinogens in the 
IARC Monographs 

• 11 fragrance chemicals are California Proposition 65 
Carcinogens and Reproductive Toxicants 

• 15 fragrance chemicals are on the Washington State 
Chemicals of Concern to Children list 

• 4 fragrance chemicals are on the EU Endocrine Disruptors 
Priority List 

• 15 fragrance chemicals are prohibited from use in 
cosmetics in the EU (EU Annex ii) 

• 35 fragrance chemicals are on the Canadian Cosmetic 
Ingredient HotList 

 
Click here to read the article. 

Simon Price, 47, lives in the fungus-riddled house in 
Prestwood with his partner Sandra Delaney, 45, and 
their two children 18-year-old Jo-Ellen and four-year-old 
Danny.  
 
Mr. Price suffered a major heart attack in 2011 and this 
week had surgery to fit a defibrillator and pacemaker. 
 
The family says they have been told by health officials 
that they need an extra room to accommodate a 
hospital-style bed at home to care for Simon and that 
they need to live on one level as his heart is not healthy 
enough to walk up and down stairs. 
 
Distraught Sandra said: “The council are well aware of 
our needs and doctors have written to them several 
times and still nothing is happening. 
 
“We found a bungalow that we thought would be ideal 
but they said they could not help us with the rent 
because it was above the limit of £1,061 per month. 
 
“I don’t know what we are going to do because we 
cannot find anything that would be suitable for that 
price and now we are just stuck here and our health is 
suffering.” 
 
As well as Simon’s heart problems, daughter Jo-Ellen is 
suffering from asthma and son Danny is allergic to the 
mould. 
 
Click here to read the article. 
 

Family Desperate to Escape House 

Riddled with Mould 

See Courts are ruling against defendants on page 6 

 

http://www.womensvoices.org/2015/12/10/toxic-chemicals-found-in-fragrance/
http://www.sloughexpress.co.uk/News/All-Areas/Slough/Family-desperate-to-escape-house-riddled-with-mould-over-health-fears-19022016.htm
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This update examines how the protections afforded 
to insurers by attorney-client privilege and the work 
product doctrine have been challenged and stretched 
through recent cases across the United States, 
particularly where bad faith of an insurer is alleged. 
 
It is in the context of bad faith that insureds have 
tested the boundaries of attorney-client privilege and 
work product doctrine. An overwhelming majority of 
the cases examined involved bad-faith allegations 
against an insurer; the few that did not relied on 
work product protection to preserve documents 
from production. 
 
Claim files: discovery in context of bad-faith related 
discovery 
 
It has long been recognised "that an insurance 
company's retention of legal counsel to interpret the 
policy, investigate the details surrounding the 
damage, and to determine whether the insurance 
company is bound for all or some of the damage, is a 
classic example of a client seeking legal advice from 
an attorney". 
 
However, an examination of recent case law makes 
it apparent that the parameters of this privilege are 
being tested, particularly when courts have 
determined that there has been an implied waiver 
of attorney-client privilege by the insurer. Such a 
finding will result in the discovery of documents and 
communications to the insured (or requesting 
party), where such documents are no longer 
protected by attorney-client privilege. 
 
The argument that appears most compelling to 
courts handling bad-faith insurance litigation is that 
attorney-client privilege may be "deemed waived 
when application of the privilege would deny an 
opposing party access to necessary information to 
counter a claim or defense asserted by the other 
party." 

Courts are Ruling against Defendants 

during Discovery Process 

Attorneys acting as claims adjusters 
 
Claims files where an attorney acts as a claims 
adjuster and not as a legal adviser will not benefit 
from attorney-client privilege. In Amerisure Mutual 
Insurance Company v Crum & Forster Specialty 
Insurance Company, the court utilised a "primary 
purpose" test and stated that the party asserting the 
privilege "has the burden to show that the 'primary 
purpose of the communication in question was for 
the purpose of obtaining legal advice, not business 
advice'". 
 
In Cedell v Farmers Insurance Company of 
Washington, the Washington Supreme Court termed 
such functions as a "quasi-fiduciary" function of an 
attorney and held that there is a presumption of no 
attorney-client privilege when an attorney is engaged 
in quasi-fiduciary functions such as investigating and 
evaluating or processing a claim. 
 
Crime fraud exception 
 
The Third Circuit has defined the crime fraud 
exception to attorney-client privilege as applying 
"[w]here there is a reasonable basis to suspect that 
the privilege holder was committing or intending to 
commit a crime or fraud and that the attorney-client 
communications or attorney work product were used 
in furtherance of the alleged crime or fraud". 
 
GIHN Note:  This is a long article.  To read the full 
article, click here.  

Courts are Ruling against Defendants 

during Discovery Process (cont’d) 

See Tenants say flat is a total nightmare on page 7 

 

 

http://www.internationallawoffice.com/Newsletters/Insurance/USA/Mendes-Mount-LLP/Discovery-in-coverage-and-bad-faith-litigation-are-courts-permitting-more-invasive-discovery
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Tenant Says Mould in Flat is ‘A Total 

Nightmare’ 

A “vulnerable” Dundee man has said his damp and 
mouldy flat is making him ill. 

Lee McArtney said the problems in his Court Street flat 
started in November and have gradually worsened. 

The 25-year-old is living in his bedroom as he says his 
sitting room has become almost uninhabitable due to 
the damp. 

As well as the wall, his sofa, speaker system and other 
items are covered in mould. 

Lee said: “It’s been a total nightmare – the damp is 
everywhere. 

“The agency said to me that it was my breathing causing 
the condensation on the windows. 

“Then they said that I wasn’t heating and ventilating the 
place. I did do that but it hasn’t helped. 

“For the past month or two I’ve been unwell with 
something at least every week. 

“I get massive migraines, I’m being sick and my nose is 
constantly blocked. 

“I’m sure that the damp and mould are to blame.” 

“He’s paying somewhere in the region of £350 per 
month to rent this flat. 

“The walls are covered in mould and so is underneath 
the sofa. 

“He’s had several possessions damaged because of the 
damp and he has to pretty much live in his bedroom as 
whatever he puts in the living room catches mould. 

“At first the agency said he wasn’t ventilating the place, 
but now it appears there’s a fault with the roof. 

Click here to read the article. 

A 28-year-old mother of three and her young children, 
who suffered “recurring respiratory illness” because of 
the state of their local authority home, have been 
awarded damages against Dublin City Council. 
 
Barrister Kevin Lenahan told Judge Jacqueline Linnane 
in the Circuit Civil Court today that homemaker Janice 
Maguire believed her family’s illnesses had been caused 
by damp and mould in her maisonette home. 
 
Mr. Lenahan, who appeared with Ferry’s Solicitors for 
the family, said Ms. Maguire had accepted undisclosed 
damages to settle her own €38,000 personal injuries 
claim against the City Council. Judge Linnane approved 
settlement offers for the three children – €6,000 for 
Harrison Maguire and €4,000 each for his brother Chad 
and his sister Kadie Mae. 
 
Mr. Lenahan told the court that family members who 
moved into the two-bedroom maisonette in 2010 have 
had to attend their GP on various occasions during 
2010, 2011 and 2012 for ongoing treatment for 
respiratory illness. 
 
He said the family had suffered personal injuries arising 
from their housing conditions including damp and 
mould and had suffered episodic bouts of chest cough 
developed from allergies to household mites caused by 
the mould. 
 
Click here to read the article. 

Dublin City Council Ordered to Pay 

Family Medical Damages (Ireland) 

See Poisonous Air on page 8 

 

 

http://www.thecourier.co.uk/news/local/dundee/a-total-nightmare-tenant-says-dampness-and-mould-in-flat-is-making-him-ill-1.925548
http://www.thejournal.ie/dcc-damages-drimnagh-2598068-Feb2016/?utm_source=shortlink
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Traversing on a clogged road in Delhi is never an easy 
task. 26km of distance in 1 hour and 10 minutes every 
morning does not only consume a lot more fuel, it's a 
sheer waste of many man hours and exposure to toxic 
fumes. 

Instances of respiratory diseases are on the rise due to 
air pollution. We are in a world obsessed with modern 
urban infrastructure with freeways, tunnels and ring 
roads. We inevitably forget we have a price to pay for 
our advancement in technology and motor vehicle 
emissions. 

Outdoor and indoor air pollution causes respiratory and 
other diseases. Factors that add to contamination of air 
are a various mixture of pollutants namely, Particulate 
Matter (PM), PM10, PM 2.5, ground level Ozone, 
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) and CO. 

As per a recent WHO report, only 12% of the urban 
population worldwide complies with the global health 
organisation's air quality guideline levels and half of the 
urban population is exposed to air pollution that is 2.5 
times higher than the prescribed levels. 

Outdoor and indoor air pollution contains high 
concentrations of gaseous, solid particles and fine 
particulate pollution that causes heart diseases, stroke, 
respiratory illnesses and cancer. 

Copenhagen and Bogota are two model cities that 
significantly improved the air quality by promoting 
'active transport'. Huge attention was paid to urban 
public transport and introduction of reformatory 
measures namely walking and cycling. 

It will take India a while to start realising the failings the 
country has, until then the citizenry will have to suffer. 

Click here to read the article. 

 

Poisonous Air is a Public Health 

Nightmare We Ought to Fight (India) 

The Liberty Hill Police Department had to close its 
doors after mold was found inside the office 
headquarters. 

The location on State Highway 29 was closed February 
15 after the city’s building inspector discovered 
dangerous levels on mold growing under the floor in 
the restroom, break room and in one of the offices. 

LHPD Chief Randy Williams says the city cleaned the 
building last year but the mold ended up coming back. 
He believes it is due to the large amount of rainfall the 
city received last fall. 

Williams says operations were moved to the Liberty Hill 
Municipal Court Building located at 2801 Ranch Rd 
1869. They will utilize only a quarter of the space they 
once used to have. 

Click here to read the article. 

 

Mold Forces Liberty Hill Police 

Department to Close 

Website:  http://globalindoorhealthnetwork.com 
 
Health Effects: 
http://www.globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/health-effects 
 
Position Statement:  
http://www.globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/GIHN-
position-statement 

Quick Links: 

 

http://www.dnaindia.com/india/report-poisonous-air-and-public-health-a-nightmare-we-ought-to-fight-2172449
http://kxan.com/2016/02/20/liberty-hill-police-department-offices-closed-after-mold-found/
http://globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/
http://www.globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/health-effects
http://www.globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/GIHN-position-statement
http://www.globalindoorhealthnetwork.com/GIHN-position-statement

